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Strength of muscles
is not everything

Article from Doctor Fom newspaper,
published in Nizhniy Novgorod, Russia, No. 14, 20.09.1996

What are they doing there? would be your question if you visit the class of Wing
Chun Kung Fu. While the classes on Wednesday display typical martial arts exercises
those on Saturday are filled with mysterious arts. The whole gym is filled with people
who are very concentrated and perform gymnastics like exercises accompanied by
specific breathing exercises.
This method of training is based on the conception that the human organism
functions through interaction of various energies circulating in the body like blood in
veins, arteries and capillaries. In the sound body the blood is circulating in the
predetermined channels without any congestions. But its a quite another matter
when a sickness affects the body. Energy outflow from organs makes them weak and
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liable to diseases, energy congestion is equally adverse. Controlled breathing can
clean energy channels and send energy to a starving part of the body.
So the ability to control energy through breathing is the foundation of energy Kung
Fu, Khi Cong in the Vietnamese, and a part of Vietnamese Wing Chun school of
Master An. By combining special breathing techniques, stances and moves the students
achieve significant health improvements. Most of them could not do the push-ups in
the lotus pose before they came to Wing Chun school, some suffered from chronic
illnesses like rhinitis, etc. The reason lies in the strengthening of the body overall
energy coat achieved by controlled breathing. Its easy to notice that top results are
shown by ladies, thus making Wing Chun Kung Fu classes suitable for everyone, not
just young, physically strong men. Strength of muscles is not everything.
Master An notes, that it is essential to train under the guidance of instructors as
wrong breathing schemes can result in very severe misbalance of internal energy
within ones organism. Books and video courses can never substitute the effect of
real training offered by a live person.
Regular performance of Khi Cong exercises improves the protective forces of your
organism being an integral energy system (and your health as a consequence) and
keeps you young both physically and mentally till the extreme age.
Simply look at Master An. Being 50 years old he looks like a 35-year old person
and his briskness and energy are amazing. The Vietnamese Wing Chun Kung Fu
School of Master An invites everyone regardless of age and physical condition.
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